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Lucas TCS is a privately owned company founded
over fifty years ago. Over this time the company has
undertaken and built many significant projects for
some of Australia’s leading companies and Government
organisations in mining, energy and civil construction.
Lucas TCS has become a leader in the field of
mining, energy and civil contracting and has built
and maintained long standing relationships with
clients, consultants, suppliers and subcontractors
both locally and nationally. This has assisted
Lucas TCS to complete thousands of varied civil
construction, earthmoving and mining projects
throughout Australia over the last four decades.
“ Our core values are the foundation of the
Lucas TCS business, reflecting who we are,
what we stand for and the legacies we leave.”
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Our Services & Capabilities

Lucas TCS also provides a wide range of other services
including civil maintenance, concrete construction, heavy
haulage, bulk material supply and haulage, plant hire, bulk
earthworks, logistics, waste management and landfill,
remediation, marine infrastructure and development, mobile
camp, air transport, survey and plant maintenance.

Our Legacy

Lucas TCS have a core commitment to support South
Australia and Australian central and remote communities. We
have been a key participant in some of the state’s landmark
civil construction projects such as the New Royal Adelaide
Hospital, The Bend International Motorsports Park and
the Southern Expressway. Lucas TCS have had experience
with working on large local projects that draw significant
community and government interest.
With our head office residing in Adelaide, Lucas TCS remain
committed to support the local communities we operate in
through utilising personnel, purchasing and services where
appropriate. Lucas TCS has a company commitment to
leaving a positive legacy in the communities in which we
work, this is one of our core company values.

“ Leaving a positive legacy in the
communities in which we work.”

Our Diversity

Our Lucas TCS teams have been involved in many projects
throughout Australia. Our teams have developed diverse skills and
knowledge in many areas of civil and mining contracting.
Some of these projects have included:
•
•
•
•
•
•

HYLC – New Royal Adelaide Hospital
Iluka Resources – Jacinth Ambrosia Mine
OZ Minerals – Prominent Hill Mine
Arrium – Iron Baron Mine
Glencore – McNamara Road / McArthur River Mine
Polymetals / Exco JV – White Dam Gold Mine

•
•
•
•
•

Galaxy Resources - Mt Cattlin Spodumen-Tantalite Mine
The Bend International Motorsports Park
BHP Mt Keith Haul Road
Granville Harbour Windfarm
Lincoln Gap Windfarm

Our Personality

At Lucas TCS we are about the solution. Our commitment is to
ensure our clients have a successful outcome on the projects
that we are involved in. We continually look for new and
innovative ways to approach civil construction and mining. We
are committed to finding cost effective ways to improve projects
whilst maintaining the high quality of work that we have become
recognised for.
Our team of over 300 employees follow the same cultural
philosophy that is intrinsic throughout our company.
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